Sealed Lead Acid / Lithium Equivalent Ah
By Reg Nicoson, Chief Technology Offier

A lithium battery can use 100% of its storage capability (measured as Amp-Hour, Ah),
while a lead-acid battery for starting applications (not a deep cycle) typically only uses
30%. Lithium battery’s cranking power does not drop-off because of its flat discharge
curve, so a smaller Ah battery can actually crank your engine longer.

Here is the background information, math and testing!

What is an Ah-hour?
A typical Amp Hour specification might read, “100 AH @ 20HR”.
The specification is saying that the battery will provide 100 Ah over a 20 hour period, at
rate of 5 amps (100Ah/20hr = 5 amps).
These slow discharge rates are a good measure for “deep cycle” batteries used for
storage, but not a good measure for “starter” batteries, because starter batteries
typically have discharge current in the hundreds or amps!
Below is the specification for the Yuasa YTX series batteries. Notice the YTX14 is only a
12Ah battery for 10 hour discharge (very slow discharge rate).
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What is depth of discharge?
Depth of discharge is an expression of what percent of a batteries capacity (Ah) has
been used. So for example, if the YTX14 in the example above had 6Ah of energy
used of the 12Ah total capacity, you would say the depth of discharge was 50%
(% used / 100%).
Lead acid battery manufacturers design batteries with different specifications, for
different applications. For example, typical lead acid energy storage batteries are
designed for 50 – 80% depth of discharge. Which means you can use 50 – 80% of the
total available energy in the battery. Typical lead acid engine starting batteries are
designed for 20-50% depth of discharge. The difference in the ratings has to do with
the construction of the battery, like the thickness of the lead plates. A lead acid starter
battery will not be reliable for deep discharging.
Below is an excerpt from a lead acid battery manufacturer’s documentation. Here it
states that a typical starter battery is rated at 20% depth of discharge!

How does discharge rates effect lead acid batteries Ah?
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At a high rate of discharge, like cranking an engine, the voltage of a lead acid battery
drops significantly. This is a problem if you are trying to start a vehicle because most
modern vehicle with electronic ignition require 10.5V or more. The Society of
Automotive engineers states that voltage below 9.3V is unusable for starting a vehicle.
Below is a graph from Yuasa showing a 25A discharge curve of an YTX4. So at a 25A
discharge rate, at room temperature, the battery voltage drops below 9.3V within 3
minutes of use, and a small fraction of consumed Ah.

A common misconception about lead acid batteries and in particular lead acid
batteries designed for starting vehicles is that usable Ah does not change
depending on the use. The reality is, usable Ah is dependent on the
discharge rate. That means the usable Ah of an YTX4 is different at 2A, as it
is at 25A, as it is at 80A. The mathematical equation that explains this nonlinearity is Peukert’s Law.

Per Wikipedia Peukert's Law states that the capacity available from a battery varies
according to how rapidly it is discharged. A battery discharged at high rate will give
fewer ampere hours than one discharged more slowly.
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So what would an YTX4’s (4Ah rated starter battery) usable Ah be if calculated using a
typical starting current like 80A.
T=10(3/(80A*10))^1.15=.016hr OR 80A for .021Hr = 1.29Ah
So as a starter battery designed for 80A starting currents, the YTX4 only has 1.3Ah that
is usable.
What about a deep cycle battery rated for 80% depth of discharge, like the popular
Odyssey PC680? The PC680s rated Ah is 18, but that is at a very low discharge rate
(20 hour rate). At a more commonly used discharge rate like 10 hour rate, it is only
rated at 12.8Ah, and at a 1 hour rate it is less than 12Ah output. For example the An
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Odyssey PC680 (18 Ah rating) has less usable Ah than an ETX36C (12.4 Ah rating),
when discharged in less 2 hours.

Is a lithium battery Ah effected by discharge rate?
The answer is, yes, but very little. As you can see in the curve below for a typical
2.3Ah lithium iron phosphate battery, the discharge curve is very flat and the discharge
voltage profiles for low current and high current discharge are tightly grouped.
Typically 92 to 100% of the Ah is usable. Another characteristic of a lithium battery
that is an advantage in this respect is that they heat up during discharge, which lowers
the internal resistance to hold the terminal voltage up. Finally, a lithium battery has a
higher nominal resting voltage (13.3V vs 12.9 of AGM) which is also a benefit when it
comes to usable energy (discharge current with voltage above 9.3V). Peukert's law
could be used but the exponent would be near 1.

Conclusions
A lead acid starter battery Ah rating is not as it would appear. Given the two facts;
limited depth of discharge rating per the manufacturer (limited by design life testing),
and Peukert’s law, only ~30% of the Ah is usable. Also given the fact that 95% of a
lithium batteries Ah is usable, a lithium battery that is 1/3 the Ah rating of a lead acid is
actually equivalent. So a 4Ah lithium battery could be considered to be equivalent to a
12Ah lead acid, thus the justification for EqAh up to 3 times the true Ah.
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